The Publisher
Another Publisher
And the Innovating Publisher
And a Completely Different Publisher
Crowdfunding

Authors pitch their ideas. You choose which books get written.

1. Be part of a revolution in publishing.
2. Find your favourite authors directly:
   - Everyone from Paul Kingsnorth to Terry Pratchett, and many more.
3. Get books and goodies for supporting,
   - Favourite authors. To see all rewards, please contact the author, got an idea for your own trips?

To give you the most positive experience, this site uses cookies.
Everything else, including cookies, has been tested by us.

INNOVATION IN PUBLISHING
Self-publishing
Digital First
Digital Education
Multimedia
Reinventa la lectura
Un catálogo espectacular de más de 300.000 libros.
En varios idiomas.

Descárgate ahora nuestra aplicación

App store  Google Play  Kindle Fire  Blackberry World
Mobile Geo-marketing
Crowd Sourcing for Awareness
D2C Marketing
Delivery Systems
Author Care and Communication
Caveat Pirates...
And Parasites
And Meddlers
And Potential Censors
And Potential Dominance
But Innovation is not Always New
And Sometimes Totally Retro
Or Simply Reissued
The Publishers of Today
THANK YOU
BUENOS AIRES
GRACIAS